The world is in need of a new authority to guide our (built) environment towards sustainability. The past decade, research to our environment and sustainable building has significantly increased. A new authority will exchange this research, make international rules and create awareness among everybody on the planet.

The United Nations are eminently suitable for this purpose being a governmental independent organization. The United Nations Environmental Council will be most effective when built in the heart of the UN: the UN headquarters in New York City. To set an example for the built environment the building site has to be as sustainable as possible with the preconditions this building site in New York offers.
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**FACADE APPROACH OPENING THE BOX**

ELEVATION & FACADE SECTION

**SCALE: 1:50**

**FACADE CONCEPT:**
Open tree structure creates a transparent public building

**DAYLIGHT REQUIREMENTS BY PROGRAM:** Ascending upwards
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Floors will provide room for building functions

Structure of the building blends in with an abstracting pattern

20% closed

Structure in facade on existing UN grid
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